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As extensions of his results on trigonometric polynomials, Bernstein [1] 
established relations among certain L* norms of an entire function of one 
variable and those of its derivatives. Ibragimov and his students have begun 
a study of the same topic in several variables. 
It is the aim of our work to carry this program a good deal farther. We shall 
consider functions whose Fourier transforms have “small support” in the 
sense that the support is either compact or of finite measure. From the mea- 
sure theoretic view, functions whose Fourier transforms have support of 
finite measure are the analogues of trigonometric polynomials. However, we 
cannot be so general for all our results and must assume, in some cases, that 
the support is compact. Relations among L” classes of such functions and 
their derivatives are established in analogy to those already cited. 
First we consider only the functions themselves and prove a result which 
provides a comparison of the LP and Lq norms, q > p, for functions whose 
Fourier transforms have small support. The constants involved lose precision 
in comparison with those of [l]; h owever, we consider much larger classes 
of functions. Further, the constants obtained involve the measure of the 
support of the Fourier transform rather than the “order type,” which is a 
rather awkward concept for functions of several variables. From the first 
theorem, we obtain an application to Hormander’s theory of translation inva- 
riant linear operators [2] and a result of the Riemann-Lebesgue type. Then, 
we present an alternative approach to our initial result by considering a kind 
of Hilbert transform and obtain, in addition, results of independent interest. 
In the last section, theorems are proved which compare the LP norms of the 
original function and those of certain of its derivatives, first in the case of 
compact support and then with the assumption of an integrability condition 
on the characteristic function of the support. 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation Grant GP-1361. 
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Our notation is more or less standard and will generally follow the usage 
in [3]. Fourier transforms will be taken in the sense of tempered distributions, 
i.e. linear functionals on the space 9 of rapidly decreasing infinitely differen- 
tiable functions. c$, $, etc. will refer to elements of 9. S will be a closed 
subset of R, , normally the support of 13, the distribution Fourier transform 
of an Lp function F. S will have characteristic function x, , and its Lebesgue 
measure will be denoted by 1 S I. The support of a distribution u is defined 
to be the set of points x such that x has no neighborhood on which u is 0. 
It follows easily from this that if + belongs to Y and is such that the support 
of 4 and the support of u have a null intersection, then ~(4) = 0. Our proofs 
depend strongly on convolution methods, and the convolution of two func- 
tions, F and K, will be denoted, as usual, by F * K. Given two points x with 
coordinates (x1 , xa , ***, x,J and y with coordinates (yr , ys , **e, y,J, their 
inner product, xiyi + x,y, + .+* + x-y,, , will be written as (x, y). 
1. AN INEQUALITY INVOLVING L” NORMS 
Our first theorem is to be compared with those of [l]. In our theorem, no 
positivity is required. It is typical of our results in that we have to distinguish 
between the cases 1 < p < 2 and 2 < p < co. 
THEOREM 1. Let the support of P be S. 
(i) LetFbelongtoLp, 1 <p<2.Let ISI <m.Letp<s<oo. Then 
IIF IL < & I S ll’lr jl F IID , f = $ - f . 
(ii) Let F belong to Lp, 2 < p < 00; and let S be compact. Let p < s < 00. 
Then 
IIF IL G C IIF IL 
where C depends on S, p, and s. 
Since 
IIF lIta < II F lI:p” II F II;‘” 
it is enough to consider the case s = co. 
Part (i) follows directly from the HausdorR-Young theorem in the following 
way. 
IIF Ilm < $$ II@ 11~ < & I S (l/s 1) F lip , + + $ = 1 
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the first inequality from Holder’s inequality, and the second from the 
Hausdorff-Young theorem. However, we prefer a longer proof, which is 
both more elementary and more in keeping with the methods of the rest of 
the paper. This depends on the following result. 
LEMMA. Let F belong to Lp, 1 < p < 2. Let R belong to L1 and to L”. 
Then the Fourier transform of F c K is pl?. 
The result is known in one form or another, but it is not quite standard 
since neither the support of P nor the support of R need be compact. We 
sketch a proof for the sake of completeness. First let p = 1, and let 4 be an 
arbitrary function of Y. We have 
(FQ) (N = (F * K) (6, = j 669 dx j F(y) K(x - Y) 4 
Since F and 6 are both in L1, and since K is in L”, Fubini’s theorem applies 
to give the above in the form 
Both functions of the inner integral are in L2, and an application of Plancherel’s 
theorem shows that it equals 
s 
4(x) R(x) e-i(**u) dx 
Since 4 is in L1 and IZ in L”, another application of Fubini’s theorem gives 
that 
This completes the proof of the lemma for the case p = 1. A similar proof 
holds for p = 2; and the general case follows by writing F as the sum of an 
L1 function and an L2 function. 
For the proof of part (i) of the theorem, we let l? be the characteristic 
function of the set S. The lemma applies to K and F giving that 
Thus F = (F * K). An application of Holder’s inequality shows that 
IIF Ilrn < /F Ila 11 K IID, . The estimates 
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are elementary. Thus, we obtain 11 K &,I < 1 S 111p/(257)“lr, and this completes 
the proof of (i). 
For the proof of part (ii), we fix an open set G containing S, such that the 
closure of G is compact and such that 1 G / < 2 1 S I. Now fix a function 4 
in Y such that the support of 4 is in G and such that d(x) == 1 on a neigh- 
borhood of S (cf. [3, p. 41). We have 
Since Y is dense in L1, we may take # in Sp. We temporarily fix such a func- 
tion 16 and let p(x) = Z&X). Define two functions p1 and pa in Y by the fol- 
lowing equality. 
Now 
s F(x) $(x) dx = F@) = P(p) = P(pJ = F(j&) 
The next to the last equality follows from the fact that the support of P and 
the support of pa have an empty intersection. By Holder’s inequality 
1 j-W $64 dx 1 G IJY;,) I < IIF l/v II& 119, > $+$=I 
It is now enough to obtain an upper bound for the term I( j& iI91 . The Fourier 
transform of pi has support in - G, i.e., the set of points x such that - x 
belongs to G. Thus, by part (i) of the theorem, 
II cil l/d G & I G V II PI III G & I S VP II i& II1 
Since 
we have 
6*ci 
$1 = (24” and II P III = @4” II * II1 9 
This gives the desired inequality and completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The constant involves (I $ j(r , which, for greatest efficiency, should be mini- 
mized over all appropriate functions $. 
An interesting feature of the theorem is that it reverses the corresponding 
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inequality forp. Thus, ifp is a function with support S of finite measure, and 
if 1 <p < s < co, then by Holder’s inequality 
The constant is practically the same as the one obtained in Theorem 1, (i). 
In contrast to [I], we have no examples to show that our constants are 
best possible, even for part (i) of the theorem. However, it is worth noting 
that, for positive functions, our theorem may give a better result than [l]. 
Let 0 < T < a, and 
F(x) e= 
4 co9 (ax) sin4 (7x/2) 
X4 
This is of type 2a + 27; and so by [l], 
IIF Ilm <T IIF Ill 
An easy calculation shows that S, the support of fl, has measure not exceeding 
127 and thus is independent of a. 
2. SOMEAPPLICATIONSANDANOTHERAPPROACH 
As a first application of Theorem 1, we consider HGrmander’s theory of 
translation-invariant linear operators [2]. The features of this theory which 
concern us here are as follows. Let A be a linear, bounded operator from LP 
to LQ, 1 <p < q < co, which is translation-invariant in the sense that it 
commutes with translations. Then, when A is restricted to 9, it can be 
realized as convolution with a uniquely defined distribution T. Thus, if 4 
belongs to 9, then A+ = T * 4. We then say A, or T, belongs to Leg, and p, 
the distribution Fourier transform of T, belongs to M,q. The set of points 
(l/p, l/q) in the triangle 0 < l/q < l/p < 1 for which T belongs to L,q 
is convex and is symmetric with respect to the line 1 /p + 1 /q = 1. 
If the support of T is compact, then something more can be said. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a bounded, linear, translation-invariant operator 
of class L,,,q, I < p < q < CO. Let T be the corresponding distribution, and let 
the support of p be compact. Then A also belongs to L,’ for every r such that 
q<r<co. 
Since p < co, it is enough to determine the action of A, or T, on 9. Let 4 
belong to Y. The Fourier transform of A$ = T * C$ is p$. To apply Theo- 
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rem 1, it is enough to verify that the support of ~~ is in S, the support of rf. 
Let x be a point not in S, and let N(x) be a neighborhood of x whose closure 
is disjoint from S. Let # be in Y and such that the support of $ is in N(x). 
Then PC&+) = p(&) = 0 since the support of & is disjoint from S. Hence 
Theorem 1 applies, and we have 
A weaker statement will follow from the weaker hypothesis that S is only 
of finite measure. 
We now apply Theorem 1 to obtain a result of the Riemann-Lebesgue 
type. 
COROLLARY 2. Let F belong to LP, 1 < p < co, and let S be the support 
of 13. 
(i) If 1 < p < 2, and if S has jinite measure, then lim F(x) = 0 as I x / 
goes to u3. 
(ii) If 2 < p < co, and if S is compact, then lim F(x) = 0 as ) x I goes to 03. 
We shall give a proof only for case (ii) since a very similar proof holds for (i). 
For E > 0 let 
F,(x) = jF(x - CY) +(Y) dr = cn j-F(y) 4 r+j dr 
where 4 belongs to Y, Jo dx = 1, 4 > 0, and the support of 4 is the unit 
ball [2, p. 31. By Minkowski’s inequality, 
Ilr;,(4 -F(x) l/p < @Y)~Y )j- IO - 4 -F(x) ~ndxll’p 
which goes to 0 as E goes to 0. Let us define 4,(x) = E-%$(X/Q) so 
that F, = F * 4, . Since #, has compact support, then F * 4, is a distribution 
whose Fourier transform is Z?4C [2, p. 211. Th us, the Fourier transform of the 
function F - (F * 4,) h as support in S, the support of I? Theorem 1 applies, 
and we have 
II F - (F * 4,) ilm G CS,, II F - (F * 4,) II?, 
We note that the constant on the right is fixed as o goes to 0 so that the right 
side goes to 0 as E does. It is now enough to show that lim (F * 4,) (x) = 0 
as I x I goes to co for each fixed l > 0. Let R be large, and let / x I > R + E. 
Then 
W*&)(x) i G j I F(x - ‘Y) I NY) dY 
Isi--fYI >R 
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since, if IX .-~yl <K, and jyl <l, then 1x1 <R+E. By Holder’s 
inequality, 
The limit of the right side is 0 as K goes to co. 
There is another approach to the result of Theorem 1 in the case that 
1 < p < co, and that the support of P is compact. The constant obtained is 
not so precise in the case 1 < p < 2; but the method has independent inte- 
rest. We define the operator A as follows. Let 
AF=K*F; K(x)=K((x,,x,;..,~~)=~~ (1) 
2=1 2 
The function K is apart from a constant, the Fourier transform of the charac- 
teristic function of the hypercube Sam of side 2~ about the origin as center 
and with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. AF is then a kind of Hilbert 
transform of F. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be defined by (I). 
(i) A belongs to every class L,Q wherel<p<q<coorl<p<q<co. 
(ii) If F belongs to Lp, 1 < p < co, then AF = F if and only if the support 
of P is in S,, . 
The equation AF = F is of special significance in the L2 theory of cardinal 
series (cf. [4]). 
The result that A belongs to L,n, 1 < p < co, is well known for dimension 
one; and it follows easily for higher dimensions by Fubini’s theorem. Thus 
in dimension 2, 
F(u, v) ___~ 
sin n(x - u) sin 7r(y - v) dudv 
R2 77(x - 24) 4~ - v) 
x 
s 
sin n(x - U) du 
+ - u, 
F(u, 4 
sin n(y - v) dv 
R, Rl “(Y - 4 
since, by Holder’s inequality, the integrand is integrable over R, . Applying 
the one-dimensional result to the inner integral on the right, which we denote 
by F*(u, y), we have 
jRl I F*(u, Y) P' dr < G j,, I F(u, 4 I' dv 
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Another application of the one-dimensional result to F*(u, y) (as a function 
of 24) gives 
An integration with respect to y completes the proof. The remainder of 
part (i) of the theorem follows from Corollary 1, although a direct verification 
is easy in this case. 
For the proof of part (ii) of the theorem, we first note that it follows imme- 
diately from the lemma if 1 <p < 2, since K is the characteristic function 
of s,, . 
Now let us assume that F belongs to LP, 2 < p < co, and that A(F) = F. 
We wish to prove that the support of P is in S,, . Let 4 belong to 9, and let 
its support have a null intersection with S,, . Then 
W*W$) = j-&W J’ K(r -Y)F(Y)~Y 
We wish to change the order of integration in the last integral. Since 4 is in 
L1, and K is in L”‘, l/p + l/p’ = 1, then 
.c I &, K(x - Y) I dx 
is in LP’. Thus, the interchange is justified, and 
(K *F) (6) = /F(Y) dr j-&4 K(x - Y) dx 
By Plancherel’s theorem, the inner integral is 0. Hence 
as desired. 
P(4) = F(4) = (K *F) (4) = 0 
Now let F belong to Ll’, 2 < p < co, and let the support of P be in S,, . 
We wish to show that A(F) = K JE F = F. Let E > 0, and let Ssm+af be the 
hypercube of side 2n + 26, with center at the origin, and with sides parallel 
to the coordinate axes. In the single variable x1 , define 
P)(x > 6 1 = x(x ) 1 + Yc(X > + Y (- x > 1 c 1 
where x is the characteristic function of the interval (- n, rr), and where 
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y is a fixed function such that y decreases trictly from I to 0 as x1 increases 
from 0 to 1; it is infinitely differentiable in the closed interval (the one-sided 
derivatives are 0 at the end points); and y is 0 outside this interval. Thus, the 
components of 4, (l) fit together to make it an infinitely differentiable function. 
Furthermore, the function 
. . 
is m 9’; the support of q3, IS m S2n+2C; and q3, equals 1 on S,, . We introduce 
also the function 
n sin (7f + C) xi 
K&) = KJ (7r + E) xj 
which, apart from a constant, is the Fourier transform of the characteristic 
function of S2n+2r . 
Now it is enough to assume that the support of P is in the interior of S,, . 
For, if we can prove the equality F = K *F in this case, that is equivalent 
to proving that F = K, *F for every E > 0 when the support of 13 is in S,, . 
But if the latter equation holds, then it is an easy matter to prove 
that F = K * F by means of Holder’s inequality and the readily verifiable fact 
that 11 KS - K /ID, goes to 0 as E goes to 0. 
Let C$ belong to Sp. We wish to show that F(6) = (K *F) (6). Since 
4 = 44, + (1 - 4,) 4, and since the support of 13 is in the interior of S,, , 
F(6) = @(4) = %W,) = F(& 
By an application of Plancherel’s theorem and an interchange of the order 
of integration, it may be shown that 
(K*FH& =%b + jF~~M~)cly; 
YL(Y> =j c&(4 [W - Y> - Kc(x - r)l dr. 
To establish the desired equality, it is then enough to show that (CI, approaches 
0 in the Lp’ norm as E approaches 0. Let r = 2p’/(p’ + 1). Since 1 < p’ < 2, 
then 1 < I < 2. By Young’s inequality, 
It is quite easy to see that the second factor on the right goes to 0 as E goes to 0. 
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F it suffices to prove that I] +$ ]I7 is bounded as a function of E. Since 
$54 = 4 *&&)“~ and since 4 belongs to P, it suffices to show that II& II+ is 
bounded. We have 
where K(xJ = sin rXj/rXj and ~Jxi) = y,(- Xi). An expansion of the 
product on the right shows that a typical term in the sum defining C$ is 
K(xl) K(x2) “’ K(xj) ~JXi+l) *” 9Xxk) Pc(xic+l) “* fiJxn), 1 <j,<R,<n 
Thus, we wish to show that each of these functions of a single variable is 
bounded in the L’ norm. Since K belongs to LT, it is enough to restrict 
attention to 9, . We note that 9 belongs to L’, and a simple calculation shows 
that I] 9, 11,. < 1) 9 IIT if 0 < E < 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. INEQUALITIES INVOLVING DERIVATIVES 
We shall use standard notation to denote derivatives (cf. [2]). Thus 
Dj = - S/ax,; if 01 is a point of R, with non-negative integers as coordinates, 
6% 9 % , **-9 a,,), then Da = D;lD”,8 *-* 02. P(D) will denote a polynomial 
in D with constant coefficients, i.e., a linear partial differential operator with 
constant coefficients. 
THEOREM 3. Let F belong to L p, 
p, be compact. Let P(D) 
1 < p < co, and let S, the support of 
b e a linear partial differential opaator with constant 
coejkknts. Then 
II W)F /Ia < C IIF IIt, 
where C depends on S and P(D). 
The result is presumably known, but we sketch a proof for the sake of 
completeness. We first consider the case for which 1 < p < 2. Enclose S 
in the interior of a domain S, with compact closure. S, may be chosen so 
that there exists 4 in 9’ such that support of 6 is in S, and such that C$ equals 
1 on S. From Lemma 1 we have 
F=+*F. 
Also 
P(D) F = (P(D) 4) *F 
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as may be seen by taking the Fourier transforms of both sides. Now it is 
enough to apply Minkowski’s inequality. Thus, 
II P(D)F 1; D < I! P(D)4 j’, ’ F /I,) 
Now let F belong to L , fl 2 -c: p < co. We have 
Again we may take Z/J in Y. Let us fix a function d, in Y with compact support 
such that + equals 1 on S, , a compact set containing S in its interior. P(D) F 
exists as a function since F is entire. It is also a tempered distribution since F 
is one, and if p = $, then 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we write 
where p1 and ,~s are in Y. Since the support of P(D) F and the support of t~s 
have an empty intersection, then 
V6h (CL) = V’(D) Fl (El) = WI(D) $1) 
where P, is a polynomial related to P in an obvious way ([2, p. 181). The 
term on the right is less, in absolute value, than I/F lip 11 P,(D) PI 1j9, by 
HBlder’s inequality. The Fourier transform of j& has compact support, and 
1 < p’ < 2. Thus, by the result of the previous case, 
Since 
Pl=pq=-P 
(24 
we have 
II PI l/9* d II 4 Ill II * lIzI G II& Ill 
Combining results gives 
II W)F Ila G C II+ III IIF IID 
as desired. 
There is no possibility of relaxing the hypothesis in Theorem 3 that S, 
the support of P, be compact. For, in the L2 case, this would mean that 
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X-Q(X) is a multiplier of class &i’s2 where xs is the characteristic function of S. 
But this is possible (in dimension one, say) only if the function is bounded: 
i.e., either a: = 0, or S is compact. 
However it is possible for derivatives to exist in the noncompact case. 
Without aiming for a complete description, we state our last theorem, which 
is meant to be a sample result of its kind in the noncompact case. As above, 
let OL be a point of R,, with nonnegative integral coordinates, and let / a: / 
denote the sum of its coordinates. 
THEOREM 4. Let F be in LP, 1 < p < 2. Let S, the support of p, have 
characteristic function xS . Let (1 + 1 x I’“‘) ,ys(x) belong to every LP class, 
1 <q<co. Thenifv>2pl(2-p), 
I! D”F !I7 < C l/F ilu 
where C depends on S, p, and r. 
Let I? = xs . The idea of the proof, as in the previous theorem, is to 
establish the identity 
PF = (D”K) *F 
and then to use Young’s inequality. 
D”F exists as a distribution. We find its Fourier transform as follows. Let #J 
belong to Y. Then 
@@, = Pi+@) = (- I)‘=’ F(D$) = (- l)l=l j F(x) D+(x) dx 
Since F is in Lp, and since S is of finite measure, we have by Theorem 1 (i) 
that F is in L2. Hence, an application of Plancherel’s theorem gives that 
6$c$) = j i-(x) x%$(x) dx 
or G(x) = x”F(x). 
Since xs belongs to all Lg, q > 1, then K belongs to all Lq, 2 < q < CO, 
by the Hausdorff-Young theorem. Thus DmKxsts as a distribution. By an 
argument similar to the above, we find that Da&Z(x) = xaxS(x). Thus, DaK, 
as well as F, belongs to L2, and (DaK) *F belongs to Lm. If 4 belongs to 9, 
then 
409/13/'-'2 
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An application of Plancherel’s theorem to the inner integral shows it equals 
& j- yQ(y) el (e,“) dy 
By Holder’s inequality, ye@(y) = y”xS(y) P(y) is integrable. An application 
of Fubini’s theorem shows that 
or{DK*F}^ (x) = S&‘(X). But this is the expression obtained for D~$x). 
2, D=K c F = DaF. The integrability condition on xs insures that 
D”K belongs to every L* class, 1 < q < co. Thus DeK belongs to every Lq 
class, 2 < q < CD. An application of Young’s inequality completes the proof 
for the case q = 2, I = 2p/(2 - p). The full theorem then follows from 
Theorem 1, (i). 
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